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The coastal region is full of color from the blue of skies, ocean and crabs to the rainbow "Efflorescence" of art in Lewes.
Colorful coastal tales, art, shellfish and more
Five projects by Tadao Ando shot by architecture photographer Haruo Mikami in Naoshima, one of Japan's Art Islands.
Japan's Art Islands: The Work of Tadao Ando in Naoshima
Seashells were money before coin, jewelry before gems, art ... very modern sense of what is beautiful.” One muggy June night at a ballroom seashell auction in Captiva, Florida, the barrier island ...
How Shells Tell Secrets Of The Sea
Myths about mermaids and sea creatures may be as ancient as they come, but modern filmmakers are still being beckoned by fantasies in the watery depths. It’s not just Disney and Pixar’s enchanting ...
This summer at the movies, 2 indie gems go under the sea
Skyscrapers-on-Sea: Benidorm’s Modernist architecture is combined with ... abstract sculptures and art that decorated them. At their best they are wonderful examples of a total Modernist vision.
Skyscrapers-on-sea: Benidorm, an oasis of Modernist design
As the Amber Museum in Gda sk moves into new premises in the historic 14th-century Grand Mill, a kick-off exhibition features new art works using the ‘gold of the sea’.
3D amber art from contemporary avant-garde designer to open new ‘gold of the sea’ museum in Gda sk
Though the story has its skeptics, its popularity reminds us of the continuing power of sea myths, which are as old as the art of storytelling. In particular, Mr. Packard’s story echoes the ...
Why We Keep Telling Legends of Sea Monsters
The discovery of a deep-sea hotspot of life and biodiversity could prove crucial for the sustainability and resilience of the eastern Mediterranean Sea’s marine ecosystem, while enabling researchers ...
Discovery Of Mediterranean Sea Hotspot Could Transform Our Understanding Of Climate Change
But Jackie, who remembered the painting by the title the family invented—“The Battle of the Sea Monsters”—told ... Museum of Modern Art, New York That “good sense” helped make Jackie ...
Remembering Jackie Matisse, a pioneer of kite art and art in virtual reality who had a special feel for chance and the power of collaboration
Enter the Vive Focus 3, a $1,300 standalone headset that's really only meant for businesses. Because it costs $1,000 more than the Oculus Quest 2, the Focus 3 unsurprisingly offers better hardware, ...
The Vive Focus 3 is the best standalone VR headset and no, you should not buy it
Rooftop bars and outdoor terraces have been buzzing since reopening and now the weather has caught up, we can actually enjoy sitting outside - without relying on a blanket and hot water bottle.
Best rooftop bars and outdoor terraces to visit in London and the UK this summer
Some reports indicate that almost one-third of high net worth collectors huddle with art advisors at least occasionally.
Antiques: Do you really need an art advisor?
Catherine Speck received ARC funding for large project on Australian art exhibitions (2011-13 ... instead working across a range of modern styles such as expressionism or abstraction.
Surrealists at Sea: Du an and Voitre Marek finally receive their place in the pantheon of Australian surrealism
“The artworks, produced in collaboration with other artists and craftspeople, explore themes of classical mythology, order and disorder, civilisation and chaos, war and the sea. Hamilton Finlay ...
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Moves to protect Scotland's weird and wonderful modern landscapes
Boasting local art, ecofriendly initiatives, and even a museum dedicated to Cura

ao’s complex history, these singular accommodations showcase an unexpected side of the island.

The Best Cura ao Hotels and Resorts for a Truly Local Stay
Was Port adding a touch of modern design to the town and broadening its appeal; or ruining the very essence of this grand seaside spot? Local art and pink walls in the new Port Hotel Eastbourne ...
Eastbourne’s arty new hotel marks it out as a seaside town on the up
Swimming Out Till the Sea Turns Blue confuses poetry for politics ... The genre was named after Edward Steichen’s legendary 1955 Museum of Modern Art exhibition that collected international ...
China’s Art-Film Army of the Brainwashed
“Qatar Between Land and Sea. Through Arts and Heritage” is ... and Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art. The chronology covers the 15-20th centuries, thus creating a comprehensive representation ...
Exhibition highlights Qatari culture, history spanning centuries
Top Luxury Interior Designer, VPI Design by Dina Varner, explains the ways that bookshelves upgrade the aesthetic of any space instantly. SEA ISLAND, GA / ACCESSWIRE / June 28, 2021 / Throughout ...
Sea Island Interior Designer, VPI Design by Dina Varner, Presents Bookshelves with a Bang
Editor's note: Open Call is a weekly column in which we ask arts and cultural leaders to share their perspectives on emerging from the COVID-19 crisis and welcoming back audiences. Delaware ...
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